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Outline for the talkOutline for the talk

•• Planning issues for a retrospective projectPlanning issues for a retrospective project
•• Analyzing and interpreting results of Analyzing and interpreting results of 

retrospective analysesretrospective analyses
•• Determining cutpoints for continuous Determining cutpoints for continuous 

markersmarkers
•• From retrospective to prospectiveFrom retrospective to prospective
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How should you plan a retrospective How should you plan a retrospective 
translational research (TR) project?translational research (TR) project?

(a)(a) Find out how many samples you can getFind out how many samples you can get
and figure thatand figure that’’ll workll work

(b)(b) Randomly (Randomly (thatthat’’s statistical, right?s statistical, right?) choose) choose
a sample size a sample size 

(c)(c) Work with a statistician!!!!!!!Work with a statistician!!!!!!!
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How should you plan a How should you plan a 
retrospective TR project?retrospective TR project?

(c)(c) Work with Work with 
a a 

statistician!!!!!!!statistician!!!!!!!
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Planning a Retrospective TR ProjectPlanning a Retrospective TR Project

•• Basic hypothesisBasic hypothesis
– If your hypothesis is “Will I get an abstract accepted to 

a meeting being held in a fun spot?” – rethink your 
hypothesis………

– High levels of marker x are associated with poorer 
overall survival

– Marker x is associated with overall survival

•• Need an estimate of effect sizeNeed an estimate of effect size
– Hazard Ratio (HR)
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Hazard Rate for SurvivalHazard Rate for Survival

# deaths# deaths
sum of followsum of follow--up timesup times

==

death rate per time unitdeath rate per time unit==Hazard RateHazard Rate
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Hazard Ratio (HR)Hazard Ratio (HR)

death rate twice as death rate twice as 
high for abnormal high for abnormal 
groupgroup

2  2  ⇒⇒==

no differenceno difference1  1  ⇒⇒==HazardHazard
RatioRatio
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Planning a Retrospective TR ProjectPlanning a Retrospective TR Project

•• Basic hypothesisBasic hypothesis
•• Estimate of effect size: Hazard Ratio (HR)Estimate of effect size: Hazard Ratio (HR)
•• Determine power to detect an Determine power to detect an associationassociation

given data you havegiven data you have
– Number of events (death, local failure, etc) are fixed
– Based on number of events, not sample size
– 200 patients with 10 deaths vs. 200 patients with 150 

deaths
• Give different levels of power
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Power = 1.0 Power = 1.0 –– ββ (type II error(type II error))

Probability of detecting the hypothesized difference Probability of detecting the hypothesized difference ΔΔ
or greater, if it exists.or greater, if it exists.

Statistical PowerStatistical Power
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Acceptability Scale

0.01 0.99

0.01 0.69
Unacceptable

0.70 0.79
Poor

0.80 0.89
Good

0.90 0.99
Excellent

Statistical PowerStatistical Power
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# events =# events =

HR = hazard ratio (measure of difference)HR = hazard ratio (measure of difference)
ωω = prevalence rate for patients with the abnormal= prevalence rate for patients with the abnormal

tumor markertumor marker
zz11--αα/2 /2 = the normal deviate for the significance level= the normal deviate for the significance level

((αα=0.05 / two=0.05 / two--sided)sided)
zz11--ββ = the normal deviate for the statistical power= the normal deviate for the statistical power

SchoenfeldSchoenfeld’’s Equations Equation

(z1-α/2 + z1-β )2

(ln HR )2 ω (1- ω )
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Statistical PowerStatistical Power

0.990.990.970.970.780.780.990.990.890.890.620.620.930.930.680.680.410.410.520.520.290.290.170.170.50.5

0.990.990.960.960.760.760.990.990.880.880.610.610.920.920.670.670.390.390.510.510.280.280.160.160.40.4

0.990.990.940.940.710.710.980.980.840.840.550.550.880.880.610.610.350.350.450.450.250.250.150.150.30.3

0.990.990.870.870.590.590.950.950.730.730.440.440.790.790.500.500.280.280.360.360.200.200.120.120.20.2

0.900.900.640.640.370.370.780.780.490.490.270.270.540.540.310.310.170.170.220.220.130.130.080.080.10.1

Statistical Power =Statistical Power =ωω==

10010050502525100100505025251001005050252510010050502525

# Events # Events # Events # Events # Events # Events # Events # Events 

HR = 3.0HR = 3.0HR = 2.5HR = 2.5HR = 2.0HR = 2.0HR = 1.5HR = 1.5
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Statistical PowerStatistical Power
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Statistical PowerStatistical Power
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Statistical PowerStatistical Power
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# Events needed for HR=1.5# Events needed for HR=1.5
with at least 80% Powerwith at least 80% Power

1911910.500.50

1991990.400.40

2282280.300.30

2992990.200.20

5315310.100.10

# events# eventsωω
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Statistical Power ConsiderationsStatistical Power Considerations

•• If power is too low for realistic HR If power is too low for realistic HR 
– Don’t waste the specimens on an underpowered study

• Specimens are a valuable, finite, resource
• Need to make the best use of them

– Consider other studies that would be applicable to 
combine
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Prognostic vs. PredictivePrognostic vs. Predictive
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Prognostic vs. PredictivePrognostic vs. Predictive
•• Prognostic marker: Prognostic marker: level of the marker is level of the marker is 

associated with different efficacy regardless associated with different efficacy regardless 
of treatment receivedof treatment received

Normal Abnormal

rx = 2

rx = 1

Su
rv

iv
al
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Prognostic vs. PredictivePrognostic vs. Predictive
•• Predictive marker: Predictive marker: level of the marker is level of the marker is 

associated with different efficacy based on associated with different efficacy based on 
treatment receivedtreatment received

Normal Abnormal

rx = 2

rx = 1

Su
rv

iv
al
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Is the tumor marker associatedIs the tumor marker associated
with response or lack of responsewith response or lack of response

to a particular therapy?to a particular therapy?

•• Really testing for anReally testing for an
interactioninteraction

between marker status and treatment.between marker status and treatment.

InteractionsInteractions
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Sample Size ConsiderationsSample Size Considerations

•• Test of interaction can require Test of interaction can require 4 times4 times
more failures than test for treatment more failures than test for treatment 
main effect. (Peterson and George)main effect. (Peterson and George)

•• Marker status is not randomized and Marker status is not randomized and 
imbalance must be taken into account.imbalance must be taken into account.
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Statistical 
Power

# Failures

Prevalence 
Rate

Size of 
Difference 

(HR)

SummarySummary
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Analyzing and Analyzing and 
Interpreting ResultsInterpreting Results
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How should you analyze and interpret How should you analyze and interpret 
results of a retrospective TR project?results of a retrospective TR project?

(a)(a) Get a hold of any statistical computerGet a hold of any statistical computer
package and do it  yourself.package and do it  yourself.

(b)  Get your resident/fellow/grad student to do it.(b)  Get your resident/fellow/grad student to do it.

(c)(c) Work with a statistician!!!!!!!Work with a statistician!!!!!!!
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How should you analyze and interpret How should you analyze and interpret 
results of a retrospective TR project?results of a retrospective TR project?

(c)(c) Work with Work with 
a a 

statistician!!!!!!!statistician!!!!!!!
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Interpreting ResultsInterpreting Results

A  pA  p--value is a probability of obtaining value is a probability of obtaining 
a result as extreme or more extremea result as extreme or more extreme

than the one observed, than the one observed, if due to chance aloneif due to chance alone..
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Statistical Reality!Statistical Reality!

Any difference HOWEVER SMALL
can be shown to be statistically significant  

with enough patients.
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All a pAll a p--value tells is how likely chance alone canvalue tells is how likely chance alone can
account for the observed result.  It tells nothingaccount for the observed result.  It tells nothing

about the about the magnitude of the observed differencemagnitude of the observed difference oror
about the about the number of patientsnumber of patients..

Statistical SignificanceStatistical Significance
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Interpreting ResultsInterpreting Results

•• Statistically Significant vs. Clinically ImportantStatistically Significant vs. Clinically Important
•• Is a statistically nonIs a statistically non--significant result NOT clinically significant result NOT clinically 

important?important?
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Interpreting ResultsInterpreting Results

•• Possible reasons for a nonPossible reasons for a non--significant resultsignificant result
– The difference really doesn’t exist
– Study is underpowered for the difference of interest
– Study is underpowered for a clinically meaningful 

difference
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Noordzij et al reported aNoordzij et al reported a

nonnon--significantsignificant

causecause--specific survival result for specific survival result for 
expression of neuroendocrine cells expression of neuroendocrine cells 

in prostate cancer patientsin prostate cancer patients

Interpreting ResultsInterpreting Results
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To Calculate To Calculate 
Statistical PowerStatistical Power

# Observed Cancer Deaths = 14
( not total # of patients )

Prevalence rate of patients with
neuroendocrine cells (observed) = 0.47

Significance Level (α) = 0.05
(set by statistician)

Hazard Ratio - measure of difference = 2.0
(estimated by statistician)
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What is the statistical power?What is the statistical power?
Hazard RatioHazard Ratio Statistical PowerStatistical Power

2.02.0 0.250.25

The probability of detecting that patientsThe probability of detecting that patients
with  neuroendocrine cells are dying fromwith  neuroendocrine cells are dying from
prostate cancer twice as fast as patientsprostate cancer twice as fast as patients

without them if the true hazard ratio is 2.0 iswithout them if the true hazard ratio is 2.0 is
onlyonly 25/10025/100.  .  

Thus, Thus, 75 times75 times out of 100, this differenceout of 100, this difference
would not be detected. would not be detected. 
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RTOG 8610RTOG 8610
Prostate CancerProstate Cancer

SS Clinical Stage Clinical Stage RR
TT BB22 AA 1) Radiation Therapy 1) Radiation Therapy 
RR CC NN ++
AA DifferentiationDifferentiation DD Zoladex and FlutamideZoladex and Flutamide
TT WellWell OO
II ModerateModerate MM 2) Radiation Therapy Alone2) Radiation Therapy Alone
FF PoorPoor II
YY ZZ

EE
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RTOG 8610RTOG 8610

Eligibility:Eligibility:
•• bulky, locally advanced adenocarcinoma of bulky, locally advanced adenocarcinoma of 

the prostatethe prostate
•• stage T2 and T3stage T2 and T3
•• no prior hormonal therapyno prior hormonal therapy
•• no metastatsisno metastatsis
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Hazard Ratio (HR)Hazard Ratio (HR)
Grignon et alGrignon et al

  hazard rate with abnormal p53 expressionhazard rate with abnormal p53 expression
  hazard rate with normal p53 expressionhazard rate with normal p53 expression

= 2.3

Overall SurvivalOverall Survival
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RTOG 8610 RTOG 8610 –– Overall SurvivalOverall Survival
Normal p53 vs. Abnormal p53 (Grignon et al)Normal p53 vs. Abnormal p53 (Grignon et al)

normal p53         43 / 106

abnormal p53     12 / 23

Dead / Total

p = 0.02
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RTOG 8610RTOG 8610
p53 Expressionp53 Expression

No p53 
determination
327/456 (72%)

p53 
determination   
129/456 (28%)
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RTOG 8610 RTOG 8610 –– Overall SurvivalOverall Survival
Patients w/ & w/out p53 (Grignon et al)Patients w/ & w/out p53 (Grignon et al)

Dead / Total

w/o  p53 determination      85 / 327

w/    p53 determination      55 / 129
p = 0.03
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RTOG 8610RTOG 8610
Pretreatment CharacteristicsPretreatment Characteristics

224 (68%)224 (68%)95 (74%)95 (74%)T3T3
103 (32%)103 (32%)34 (26%)34 (26%)T2T2

TT--StageStage
85 (26%)85 (26%)43 (35%)43 (35%)88--1010

184 (58%)184 (58%)69 (53%)69 (53%)66--77
51 (16%)51 (16%)17 (13%)17 (13%)22--55

Without Without 
p53 Valuep53 Value

WithWith
p53 Valuep53 Value

Combined Combined 
GleasonGleason
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RTOG 8610RTOG 8610
Randomized TreatmentRandomized Treatment

Randomized 
Treatment 

With  
p53 Value 

Without 
 p53 Value 

RT 72 (56%) 158 (48%) 

RT+Hormones 57 (44%) 169 (52%) 
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Missing DataMissing Data

•• Common practice:  to delete cases with Common practice:  to delete cases with 
missing datamissing data

– loss of statistical power at best 

– severe bias at worse
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Missing DataMissing Data
Conflicting ResultsConflicting Results

(diploid vs. non(diploid vs. non--diploid)diploid)

(normal vs. abnormal)(normal vs. abnormal)

(diploid vs. non(diploid vs. non--diploid)diploid)

p = .22p = .22113113With both ploidy and With both ploidy and 
p53 datap53 data

PloidyPloidy

p =.02p =.02129129With p53 dataWith p53 datap53p53

p = .03p = .03149149With ploidy dataWith ploidy dataPloidyPloidy
pp--valuevalue##Patient PopulationPatient PopulationMarkerMarker

RTOG 8610 Survival
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ExplanationExplanation

(diploid vs. non(diploid vs. non--diploid)diploid)

(diploid vs. non(diploid vs. non--diploid)diploid)

1.321.320.220.227878113113Ploidy and Ploidy and 
p53p53

1.541.540.030.03102102149149PloidyPloidy

Hazard Hazard 
RatioRatiopp--valuevalue# Deaths# Deaths# Pts# Pts

Patient Patient 
GroupGroup
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RTOG 8610RTOG 8610
PrePre--treatment Tumor Markerstreatment Tumor Markers

•• p53p53
•• DNA contents (ploidy)DNA contents (ploidy)
•• Microvessel density (MVD)Microvessel density (MVD)
•• NeuroendocrineNeuroendocrine
•• PSA density/extentPSA density/extent
•• PAP density/extentPAP density/extent
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StatisticianStatistician’’s Nightmare:s Nightmare:
Missing Data!!!Missing Data!!!

456456Total # Patients Total # Patients 
on RTOG 8610on RTOG 8610

153153FF
139139EE
155155DD
149149CC
147147BB
129129AA

# Patients w/ # Patients w/ 
MarkerMarker

Tumor Tumor 
MarkerMarker

Number of patientsNumber of patients
with all 6 markers:with all 6 markers:

70 (15%)70 (15%)
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Missing DataMissing Data

•• One solution:  ImputationOne solution:  Imputation

-- Statistical Method Statistical Method ““Multiple ImputationMultiple Imputation””
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Assessing Possible BiasesAssessing Possible Biases

•• Difference between patients with Difference between patients with normalnormal and and 
abnormalabnormal levels of tumor marker respect to:levels of tumor marker respect to:
– Baseline demographics and tumor characteristics
– Treatment received
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Cox Proportional Hazards ModelCox Proportional Hazards Model

  2211   ... ln(HR) n nxxx βββ +++=

X = patient value, e.g.
0 = T2
1 = T3

βi = parameter for “risk ratio” to be estimated
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Cox Model 1 = known prognostic factorsCox Model 1 = known prognostic factors

Cox Model 2 = known prognostic factors                  Cox Model 2 = known prognostic factors                  
+ tumor marker under test+ tumor marker under test

Cox Proportional Hazards ModelCox Proportional Hazards Model
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Model 1 = 0.59(Gleason) + 0.40(TModel 1 = 0.59(Gleason) + 0.40(T--stage) + 0.22(RX)stage) + 0.22(RX)

Model 2 = 0.58(Gleason) + 0.49(TModel 2 = 0.58(Gleason) + 0.49(T--stage) + 0.26(RX) + 0.85(p53)stage) + 0.26(RX) + 0.85(p53)

p = 0.025p = 0.025

Cox Proportional Hazards ModelCox Proportional Hazards Model
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ConsiderationsConsiderations
of the Cox Modelof the Cox Model

•• Estimates of the hazard ratioEstimates of the hazard ratio
•• Statistically more powerful than multiple Statistically more powerful than multiple 

subset analysessubset analyses
•• However, However, for every factor in the model, there for every factor in the model, there 

should be ~ 10 failures (death, local failure should be ~ 10 failures (death, local failure 
etc.)etc.)
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Determining Cutpoints Determining Cutpoints 
for Continuous Markersfor Continuous Markers
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Fishing: Keep this in the water?Fishing: Keep this in the water?
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Evaluating CutpointsEvaluating Cutpoints

< 5% vs. ≥ 5%

< 10% vs. ≥ 10%

< 15% vs. ≥ 15%

1. 19 different thresholds

2. Report lowest p-value with log rank test

3. Probability of finding one p-value < 0.05 = 0.53      
(multiple testing)
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Approaches to the Cutpoint ProblemApproaches to the Cutpoint Problem

•• pp--value adjustment value adjustment 

•• Literature based cutpoint Literature based cutpoint 

•• Separate validation sets of dataSeparate validation sets of data
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Multiple TestingMultiple Testing
Bonferroni MethodBonferroni Method

•• To preserve an overall significance level of To preserve an overall significance level of 
0.05 with 19 tests0.05 with 19 tests

•• pp--value value ≤≤ 0.0026 (=0.05/19)0.0026 (=0.05/19)
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PICKING CUTPOINT(S)PICKING CUTPOINT(S)
Literature BasedLiterature Based

e.g. Grignon et al, p53 cutpointe.g. Grignon et al, p53 cutpoint

•• Positive survival study in prostate cancerPositive survival study in prostate cancer

•• Same cutoff point used in other organ systems  Same cutoff point used in other organ systems  

•• High degree of correlation with presence of a High degree of correlation with presence of a 
mutationmutation
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Separate ValidationSeparate Validation

•• Confirm the observation with another datasetConfirm the observation with another dataset
•• Randomly split dataset in halfRandomly split dataset in half

– Training dataset
– Validation dataset
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From Retrospective to ProspectiveFrom Retrospective to Prospective

•• Phase III trial w/ 4 years of accrual and 3 years Phase III trial w/ 4 years of accrual and 3 years 
followfollow--up and projected 280 deathsup and projected 280 deaths

•• Design/activate in 2009, efficacy results available Design/activate in 2009, efficacy results available 
20162016

•• What markers do you prospectively project in 2009 What markers do you prospectively project in 2009 
to evaluate in 2016?to evaluate in 2016?

•• Will these markers still be relevant in 2016?Will these markers still be relevant in 2016?
•• Translational research landscape changes quicklyTranslational research landscape changes quickly
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Possible SolutionPossible Solution

•• Include a table in the protocol showing statistical Include a table in the protocol showing statistical 
power for various HRs and prevalence rates based power for various HRs and prevalence rates based 
on the number of events in the trial.on the number of events in the trial.
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Statistical PowerStatistical Power

0.990.990.990.990.990.990.990.990.990.990.990.990.980.980.990.990.990.990.660.660.830.830.920.920.50.5

0.990.990.990.990.990.990.990.990.990.990.990.990.980.980.990.990.990.990.650.650.820.820.910.910.40.4

0.990.990.990.990.990.990.990.990.990.990.990.990.960.960.990.990.990.990.590.590.760.760.870.870.30.3

0.990.990.990.990.990.990.990.990.990.990.990.990.900.900.980.980.990.990.480.480.650.650.770.770.20.2

0.970.970.990.990.990.990.900.900.970.970.990.990.690.690.850.850.930.930.300.300.420.420.530.530.10.1

Statistical Power =Statistical Power =ωω==

140140210210280280140140210210280280140140210210280280140140210210280280

# Events # Events # Events # Events # Events # Events # Events # Events 

HR = 3.0HR = 3.0HR = 2.5HR = 2.5HR = 2.0HR = 2.0HR = 1.5HR = 1.5
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Possible SolutionPossible Solution

•• Include text such as:Include text such as:
““As the trial gets closer to the time of efficacy As the trial gets closer to the time of efficacy 
analysis, relevant markers based on the current analysis, relevant markers based on the current 
state of the science for x cancer will be chosen state of the science for x cancer will be chosen 
to be evaluated prospectively in this trial.to be evaluated prospectively in this trial.””

•• When those markers are chosen, officially amend When those markers are chosen, officially amend 
the protocol the protocol 
– Define markers with scientific justification
– Power info and analysis plan
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SummarySummary

•• Sufficiently powered projects to make the best use Sufficiently powered projects to make the best use 
of the valuable, finite specimen resourcesof the valuable, finite specimen resources

•• Power driven by the number of events Power driven by the number of events (not the (not the 
number of patients)number of patients), and the effect size (HR), , and the effect size (HR), 
prevalence of marker prevalence of marker 

•• Not statistically significantNot statistically significant is not synonymous with is not synonymous with 
clinically meaninglessclinically meaningless..

•• Work with a statistician!!!!!!!Work with a statistician!!!!!!!
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“Statistics are no substitute for 
judgment”

- Henry Clay
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